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2. e. Interdisciplinary Research  

2. e. i) Faculties will be encouraged to conduct interdisciplinary research in their preferred 

field of research. 

2. e. ii) Different experts from concerned disciplines will be encouraged to work together and 

required infrastructure will be provided for the same. 

2. e. iii) The policy will support to explore possibilities to find resources for interdisciplinary 

research. 

2. f. Consultancy  

2. f. i) As an institute of higher learning, Kumar Bhaskar Varma Sanskrit & Ancient Studies 

University is liable to disseminate knowledge through consultancy service to Government, 

educational and research organizations, industries for welfare of the society. 

2. f. ii) The research promotion policy will encourage the faculty to provide consultancy in 

consistence with the university’s strategic identity, vision and ideology. 

2. f. iii) The policy will encourage revenue generation for the university in terms of monetary 

benefit through consultancy along with enhancement of reputation and expanding the 

expertise of the faculty members. 

2. d. Innovation, Incubations and Entrepreneurial Development, Patents, Intellectual 

Property Rights (IPR)  

2. d. i) The University shall create innovative culture by organizing programmes such as 

ideation programme, collection of innovation from research undertaken in academic and 

extension areas. 

2. d. ii) The University will award the faculties and research scholars for their innovative 

research activities with proper appreciation and incentives. The guidelines for the award will 

be decided by the University Research Council. 

2. d. iii) University will focus on creating an eco-system for innovations including Incubation 

Centre, Research Labs, Manuscript Repositories, Subject Based Network, Teaching Learning 

Centres, MOOCs and other initiatives for creation and transfer of knowledge. 

2. d. iv) The Policy seeks tocreateinterest among the research scholars and students to 

establish start-up with developed incubated products and go for entrepreneurship.  

2. d. v) Innovative successful projects of the faculties will be processed for procuring patent 

on completion, appropriate recognition and monetary incentives will also be provided. 

2. d. vi) All researches conducted shall be covered by intellectual property right and 

copyright protection.  
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